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Administration shake-up still in limbo

By Donna Kunkel and Ray Robinson
Staff Writers

"Anything can happen at this stage of the game," said President Warren Brandt, concerning the circulating rumors of who will be the top administrator of the new board.

The decision to alter the present system will be made at the first meeting of Trustees meeting Tuesday. Harris Rowe, chairman of the board, appointed an ad hoc committee to draw up recommendations to present to the board for final action.

Rowe said there needs to be a change in the structure to improve relationships with the governor, the legislature and the Illinois Board of Higher Education. However, Illinois is one of the few states not aware of any problems.

"The relations with the legislature, governor, and the IBHE are very good and getting significantly better," Brandt said, adding that he thought the Carbondle campus in particular was doing well.

Kenneth Shrew, president of SIU at Edwardsville, said he thought the system was announced because the legislature and the IBHE is "too good" to have any real problems with them," Shrew said. "Both camps are successful in having good relations with them and getting good responses." Brandt said relations with the governor, legislature and IBHE are handled by James Brown, general secretary of the SIU system.

"I don't know how to feel about this." Brown said. "There is the possibility of a significant change but I don't know what it might be.

Concerning relationships with the legislature, State Sen. Kenneth Buzzbee (D-Carbondale) said: "From my point of view, everything in the last couple of years has been going rather smoothly. I have not criticism of the system. "Rowe and the board are doing exactly what they are supposed to do, come up with what is best for the system," Buzzbee added.

Brandt, Brown and Shaw are the three top administrators whose futures rest with the committee recommendation. Each of the three has been rumored to be the front runner for elevation to the position of "super-president" of the SIU system. But each of the three has also been rumored to be in line for demotion or dismissal.

"All of the universities, all governed by a centralized president, have been made by the Board of Trustees staff. Those institutions studied were the universities of Illinois, California, Missouri, Nebraska, Massachusetts and Alabama.

Brandt said there may be significance in the fact that all of the systems studied by the board are governed by an centralized president.

However, Ivan Elliott, member of the ad hoc committee, said it would not be safe to assume that the committee would recommend that the SIU system be governed by a centralized president.

"The only firm thing is that we have studied the system long enough and have decided to make some changes," said Elliott. Effective governance is our prime concern. I think we can do a better job than we have been doing."

Jack O'Dell, assistant to SIUC lobbyist Clyde Ossie, said he thought the board was referring to the SIU system rather than SIUC, in particular when it spoke of the need for improving relations with the legislature. He said SIUC's last budget had gone through the state legislature virtually unchanged.

"I'd ask that speaks pretty well for our relations with the legislature," said O'Dell.

But Margaret Blackshear, secretary of the board of trustees, saw room for improvement in the relations between SIU and the legislature. She said the state legislature looks at SIU as a single unit when allocating funds and relations could be greatly improved if SIU operated more in that manner.

"I think relations with the legislature as having the same structure as the University of Illinois. While SIU has three governing heads, UI has only one. Buzzbee said he thinks other legislators are confused on who speaks for SIU.

"The only plan I would be opposed to would be to separating the Edwardsville and Carbondale campuses, making each autonomous," Buzzbee said. Both Elliott and Blackshear said they think the committee will have a recommendation to give to a full board by February.

Brandt said he thought a decision could be reached by that time because the board was not " Starting from scratch" in its search for and alternative plan. He said there has already been a "tremendous amount of material discussion into the governance study." He added that although Tuesday was the first time he was made aware of the appointment of an ad hoc committee, the Board of Trustees decided at its June meeting to begin discussion on a governance change.

Sex discrimination suit nets $15,000

By Joe Solink

After nearly seven years of legal battle, the University of Illinois at Carbondale purchased a settlement which was charged as the victim of sex discrimination.

Carolyn Weiss, a former staff assistant in the cartographic laboratory and president of the Carbondale chapter of the National Organization of Women, was one of seven women who filed sex discrimination suits against SIU in 1972. Arthur Summan, SIU legal counsel, said the settlement was reached with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare on Sept. 15 after HEW threatened to withhold federal contracts from SIU with $1 million in federal funds.

Summan said the University made no admission of liability in the settlement. He said the court found that SIU did not discriminate against Weiss.

"The federal government chose not to all discrimination against Weiss," Summan said. . . .

Welsh, who worked at SIU from September 1970 until she was fired in June of 1972, filed a complaint with the Illinois Fair Employment Practices Commission charging that her employment in the laboratory was "marked with sexual discrimination." A subsequent investigation by the FPFC found Weiss' complaint without merit but the HEW ruled later that discrimination had occurred.

The HEW told Weiss that she had been placed in a lower position because she was female and a "male with similar qualifications would have received job security in the form of continued appointment." Summan said the settlement took nearly six years because of appeals to the University and because the settlement had to be approved by four government agencies.

Attorney Linda Kramer MacLachlan said however, the University has agreed to hold a hearing in the hopes that the complaint will be dropped.

"We can appeal those suits out," she said. But MacLachlan was formerly a research assistant in the University Affirmative Action office and testified that Weiss was not the first case to come to her.

But MacLachlan said that since the University has almost half of the female staff members in the early 1970's, the situation for women has improved "in some ways."
Matthews names Dunning, Head executive aides

By Susan Fernandez, Staff Writer

The Student President Garrick Clinton Matthews wants to get the show on the road.

In a welcome address to the Student Senate Wednesday, Matthews said 1979 will be a positive year for the undergraduate governing body.

"I feel positive about my administration for 1979 this year. 1978 was a good learning experience for me. Now let's get the show on the road," Matthews said.

Matthews encouraged the Senate and students to open the year with at least 130 days of class. His office hours are: Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m., and noon to 1:30 p.m.; Tuesday, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.; and Friday, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Matthews assured the Senate that Tom Head, former senator, and Sam Dunning, former student vice president, will be his executive assistants this semester.

According to Matthews, Head's responsibilities will include taking care of correspondence and logistics. Head signed the articles of impeachment process.

Dunning will serve as an advisor and researcher for Matthews.

In the spring elections, Dunning ran against Matthews in the presidential elections. Dunning said, however, that there aren't any hard feelings between him and Matthews.

"The fact that I asked him to take the position and my acceptance demonstrates that there are no feelings or antagonism exists," he said.

Matthews will outline his goals for the spring semester at the Jan. 31 Senate meeting.

In other action, the Campus Internal Affairs committee has decided to delay recommending several students to the Senate as candidates for the Campus Judicial Board for Governance.

Committee Chairman Mike Wayne said that Matthews has two more weeks to take some action on appointing student representatives.

According to the provisions of an amendment proposed by the Senate, the CJA can make appointments if Matthews fails to take any action on the appointments within three weeks of being notified of any vacancy.

Moreover, the Senate president could make such appointment.

Matthews said he was in the process of screening candidates for the J-Board, but declined to release their names until a decision was made.

The CJA approved Susan Dunston and Mark Labuda as possible J-Board members. Dunston, Dunston's relations and Labuda is a freshman in business.

A funding request to have $300 allocated to pay the costs of printing walk day information for the rape prevention program was tabled, according to Finance Committee Chairman Pat Haneghan.

Haneghan said the request will be reconsidered.

Camil still seeks place on ballot

The Carbondale Association for Marijuana Liberation will continue its petition drive to have a referendum on marijuana decriminalization placed on the spring ballot for elections. According to William Rogers, CAML president.

The City Council voted to place three referendums on the ballot Monday night and state law prohibits more than three referendums from appearing on any ballot.

But Rogers said the law persists only to "citizen-initiated referendums similar to the one he seeks to have on the ballot, not referendums which are placed on the ballot by the City Council."

CAML will have a table set up in the Student Center 7 days a week from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Rogers said anyone interested in signing the petition can call him at 529-3906.

CAML has collected about 1,000 signatures and needs more than 2,000 more by Monday.

Assessor Heller may lose job, says board chairman

By Bruce Redman, Staff Writer

With controversy surrounding property assessments and late tax bills in the past two months, the Scott County Board Chairman Bill Kelley has decided not to automatically reelect Assessor Lowell Q. Heller.

The decision to reject Heller will be administered by the state Department of Local Government Affairs to screen assessments. Unless Heller has notified the decision yet. State law requires that Heller be notified by certified mail within 90 days of the expiration of his term.

"There are two sides to the decision. Heller said. "Essentially, I feel Lowell has been the best for the job for a long time."

He said he wouldn't coment on the decision until he receives an official notification. Kelley announced the decision at the Jan 31 board meeting.

The County Board has asked for Heller's resignation twice since he was originally appointed to the post in 1971. Heller, a Republican, was originally appointed by a Republican-controlled board.

The board decided not to automatically rehire Heller because the test was then administered by the Department of Local Government Affairs and Heller received the highest score. He was reappointed by a then Democratic controlled board by a 5-4 vote.

Jackson County was then among the last counties in the state to get out property tax bills in 1976 and 1977. Heller named much of the trouble switching over to a computer system in one year rather than over a period of two or three years. The board blamed much of the problem on being asked for his resignation in the process.

The late tax bills are part of the rationale behind the board's decision to automatically rehire Heller. Kelley said, "I think we did that with a good conscience."

"It was the culmination of many things," Kelley said. "I'm not happy with the job he's doing and think that with a new person, we'll have a better process," Kelley said.

Kelley said he will notify the Department of Local Government Affairs of his decision so that a test for appointment can be administered. The department grades the tests on a pass-fail basis, Kelley said.

"If I were to reject him, that means they are qualified to be supervisor of assessors," Kelley said.

Kelley, who is the only person who can make a nomination, said he will not make a new nomination unless the board makes a "180-degree turn" from its present stance.

Caballero: Financial future a headache

By Bill Crowe, Staff Writer

Matthews said he'd have a "major headache" at SIU in the future, said Graduate Student Council President Guyon Caballero-Aquino when he delivered his "State of the Graduate Student Address" Wednesday night.

The five-page address, written by Caballero, was the Grad Council's first meeting of the spring semester. President Warren Brandt also delivered a message in print form, reflecting the views of the Graduate School and associated student members.

Caballero urged the University direct its effort to obtain funding from the Illinois Legislative and bypass the Illinois General Assembly.

"The state of Illinois has been revisited of its responsibility towards public higher education, and spearheaded by a Board of Higher Education vastly biased towards helping private institutions, it may soon find itself enduring with a crisis that may spell doom," he said. Brandt also said Illinois "holds up in the United States in funding of public institutions while placing first in funding for private institutions."

However, Caballero later quoted figures listing Illinois 42d in the United States in funding of public institutions while placing first in funding for private institutions.

"At attempting to have the BHE board mind its ways appears futile at this point," Caballero said. "Our only hope lies with the legislature."

"It is time to remind those in charge, that besides getting an education, students are taxpayers...students are people," the GSC president emphasized.

Brandt said he feels the state has been "taking an increasingly favorable position towards funding for public institutions in the past two or three years. But he added that anything he said on the matter is "subjective.""

"They're reaching for ways to get dollars for higher education," Brandt commented.

Caballero painted a critical picture of the classics of future employment for graduate students.

"Most of us are being trained in areas where future employment is doubtful at best and unemployable at worst," he said. "We need to rectify acutely the problem in the classroom," Caballero said, "and settle for nothing less than top quality in our scholarly work."

Brandt said he "didn't quite agree" with Caballero's views on the employment subject, saying that "there are many areas in which graduate students are 'scorched' up very quickly."

"There are a lot of areas in which the job market is tremendous; as good as it has ever been in some areas," stated Brandt.

Caballero also corrected his earlier data that the GSC's evaluation of Brandt, Frank Horton, vice president for academic affairs, and Graduate School Dean John Goyon.

Brandt quoted a new expense total of "roughly $2,000" as the correct figure. Before, the system of the GSC would take a few days of evaluation to quote the exact figure.

"I say that the $2,000 is a further cut to the budget," Caballero quoted in the press, but not in the GSC for the past quarter. The group collects for a single performance," he commented.

He added, "I can't help but feel that the report has been consistently branded as a professional, unbiased and accurate report by people with undeniable expertise."
Taiwan's political unrest felt at SIU

Editor's Note: This is the second in a two-part series on the effects of President Carter's decision to recognize the People's Republic of China. The first part appeared in Thrusday's Daily Egyptian and dealt with the effects on Chicago. By Birk Brewer

Staff Writer

The Chinese American Feng Lin is a member of the National Assembly of Taiwan, "the Republic of China." She was born in Taiwan, but her parents came to the United States from mainland China in 1949, the year Chiang Kai-shek was defeated by the Red Army and took control of the tiny island 10 miles away.

Yang, a graduate student in business administration, and about 20 other SIU students and their relatives who are members of the Students From Taiwan Association, gathered to elect officers, celebrate the Chinese New Year and "recollect the mainland." They admitted that U.S. diplomacy with Communist China will hurt their effort to elect their government in Taiwan, but they say it "cannot stop their will."

Taiwanese across America At the University of Illinois, for example, several hundred Taiwanese are studying and working, and they have their own groups when a native Taiwanese was elected president. About 20 native Taiwanese responded by forming the Formosan Club, and asked Yang to be the advisor.

"As a wife, Chen-chen, spoke freely about their distress of the Nationalist government because they do not plan to return to Taiwan to live. They feel it is better in America," said Yang.

"Few people know about the dictatorship in Taiwan. They have been doing a good job in camouflageing it under the guise of democracy," said Yang. "Taiwan's government is a tyranny of the minority."

Mainlanders make up 2 million of the 17 million people in Taiwan, which is half the size of Illinois.

James Tai, a native of Taiwan and an assistant professor of foreign languages, calls himself "a self-imposed political exile." He supports the U.S. recognition of China. (Staff photo by Mike Rovnak)

Yang said the congressmen who were elected on the mainland before the Communist victory now "hold office permanently in Taiwan waiting to rule all of China. Recently, however, there have been elections at lower level officialities such as mayors. There is only one legal party in the country and the current president is the son of Chiang Kai-shek."

Feng has been a Continuous critic of the Taiwanese Nationalists and intellectuals and businessmen, by the Nationalist army in 1947, and added ruefully, "I'm not being cynical, but in China, the Chinese massacre the Chinese.

"If I could visit," she said, "I'm not being nonsensical, but when you get to Taiwan, it means the same thing; a personal warming from the government that's the same government earlier criticized me for my dissident behavior."

Taiwanese, means the same thing; a personal warming from the government that's the same government earlier criticized me for my dissident behavior."

The government in Taiwan is in the last days when the island can talk only by the government," said Tai, a native of the island who describes himself as a self-imposed political exile. "The constitution doesn't mean anything."

"Tai supports Carter's decision because he says U.S. recognition of China will contribute to world peace, will improve the United States trade deficit and might help the Taiwanese government to think clearly about what to do," he said.

Tai feels the people should vote on whether they want their country to be an autonomous peaceful democratic government. The government of exemption is also the reason that three native Taiwanese at SIU and one American who taught English in Taiwan, want to remain anonymous. These are new opportunities. Striking and unapproved demonstrations are illegal in Taiwan. The people are not allowed to speak their native tongue in the schools or in public; there is a law against gathering in groups of more than six without a permit. Most of the press is government-operated and that is not subject to censorship. Military officers, who have offices in each university, give behavior guidelines to students through their behavior and define a driver's license is extra hard to get without a bribe and there is a place called Green Island where political prisoners are sent.

The American professor discussed government influence in Taiwanese schools. The educational system has done a pretty good job of brainwashing the younger generation. They quote the slogans and get by, but there are a number who see through the system and tell all the stuff about democracy," she said. "But they are not paid enough for what they do. Other professors would write reports on what they said."

He said the universities are tightly controlled because students were a major force in helping the Communists conquer the mainland.

"But there are a number of demonstrators, you can be sure it comes straight from the top," he said, offering an explanation of the mass protests in Taipei after Carter's announcement. Thousands of Taiwanese marched through carrying picture-posters bearing the face of President Chang Chingkuo.

Sue Wong (a fictitious name), a Taiwanese student at SIU, said, "Even in Taiwan, I knew I didn't like the Nationalist government, but I didn't know how bad it was. My parents didn't want me to get politically involved. I think that's why so many Taiwanese are not aware of their situation."

Opinions about what effect normalized relations will have on the United States and China vary.

Retirement system draws criticism

By Ray Robinson

Staff Writer

The Southern Illinois University at Carbondale is proud of the State University System of Illinois and the manner in which it is operated, states the preface to the SUS-CU System of Illinois Manual of Procedures. However, Charles Clayton, retired professor of journalism and former president of the State University Association, disagrees with the statement. Clayton says Illinois university employees pay one of the highest contributions to their retirement system in the nation. A major reason for this, he said, is that Clayton said the main problem with the system, from the returnee's point of view, is that it is overly generous. It will not provide for increases in pensions to those who are being laid off. He estimated that two-thirds of all retirees from the SUCU retirement programs, he said, has a month hardly enough to live on.

Another problem, according to Clayton, is that the future the system will become "top-heavy" with the large numbers of today's highly paid administrators, and professional school faculty members.

Currently, there are 10 such, highly paid professors at SIU, who are paid a salaries of $50,000 or more, be said. Pensions for people with such high rates of pay will eventually put a great strain on the system, he added.

According to Clayton, Delsey Morris, president of SIU from 1948 to 1971, is drawing a pension of $50,000 or more.

The third problem with the retirement system is that the bureaucrats need to run the state's different retirement systems create excessive overhead costs and drain funds that could otherwise be used to pay retirees.

According to Ed Gibala, executive director of the State Universities Retirement System, SUIRS is currently $723,000 short of the funds it needs to meet future obligations. And that amount is growing at the rate of about $82 million a year, he added.

However, Clayton also sees some bright spots in the retirement system. He said the system has an excellent health plan and that each employee $2000 of free term life insurance at retirement. Additional insurance can be purchased at the rate of $50 a year for $1,000.

Clayton said retirees from SUCU receive more retirement benefits than their counterparts at other state universities. The benefits include two free tickets to every home football game and a check at the end of the season to park anywhere except apron. The system also provides dental care and free stenographic service for any correspondence related to University business.

"We get those benefits by just being a minority until they gave us what we wanted," Clayton said.
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Feminine feminist

“Come right in and have a seat. I suppose your friend will be Mary,” Pub.,

“Just fine, Mary. Now breath. I asked you to the White House was that I think you’d make a wonderful new intelligence for my National Advisory Committee on

“Jim.” Mary,

“Mr. John. exp!ure she’d really time: I’m just the other dry

barefoot deal, .....

“How disagreeable

Charles Watkins was willing

I
to government

I
t.~

I think of the committee, one who’s an authority on women. What about the Pope? He said just said that the duty of all workers be mothers, although he didn’t mention also being barefoot in the kitchen.

What’s your say, sir...

Now that’s the kind of advice I like. Mary. Naturally, we are willing to represent the aspirations of depressed minorities. So we’re looking for

Beulah Aunt Jemima and Butterfly Mcgee. I didn’t love Butterfly in Gone with the Wind. The way she’d say, ‘Comin, Miss Scarlett.’

‘She was a credit to knowin’ me, sir.’

‘Explain to me, and Mary, that’s why I chose Linda Lovelace, too. I want my Advisory Committee to explore all the rules a woman can play in our national life.

In your heart, you know right, sir. But do you really think I’m in the one to...

‘Of course you are, Mary. I have your best-selling books right here. Here’s a copy of

Morgan. I think I best the part where you say every woman should look on a man as her lord and master and greet him at the door every in black mesh stockings and an apron, if nothing else, and...

ethusiasmatically with everything he says and...

‘But, sir, shouldn’t you pick a feminist to head your committee?’

‘Believe me, Mary, I can’t think of anyone more feminine than you.’ —Copyright Chronicle

DOONESBURY

by G.B. Trudeau

DEAD’S DAY of Month Opened

I LEFT SOME HEN’S STEPS IN THE FRIDGE. I CHANGED COOKIES.

THE HUSBANDS LOST THEIR JOBS. AND THE BABIES DON’T

SLEEP IN THE MIFF. I’M KEEPING BUSY.

OFFICE MEETING

COUSIN. SHE COULD BE THERE.

IT’S STILL ON. I SAW HER IN THE STREET. BUT I CAN’T FIND HER ANYMORE.
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Letters

CAML looking ahead

To the friends of the Carbondale Association for

Marijuana Libera'. I write another short item from

decommarization on the city ballot. For nearly two

months since the student elections in mid-November,

we thought there was a chance to get

decommarization on the ballot within the confines of

the final electoral season. However, on Dec. 22, the city
government put a quick halt to our plans.

CAML, so decided by our member of the
decommarization from the
city council. On Dec. 11, we approached the city
council requesting the right to place

question on the ballot. By a four-to-one vote, they
defeated our proposal. Only council member Rev.

Charles Watkins was willing to continue our request.

By the time this semester has ended, we know we

have to try and get some other registered voters, as this

was now our only alternative. In the last few days

before the ballots were mailed in, we tried to gain

information regarding petition requirements. The DE

had quoted City Attorney John Womack as saying,

The number needed for the petition is 2,500, be

filed by Jan. 29, 1979.” A week later at the council

meeting, Womack mentioned that information and told

us to consult the State Board of Elections in

Springfield.

That board sent us a state elections codebook.
In Article 28, it explained the requirement the

signature, of 25 percent of the registered voters in

Carbondale. When we called Womack’s office, they

confirmed the 25 percent quota, or 1,250 names.

We assumed the number of signatures needed was

2,250. With ten days left, we began the drive with

petitions reading as follows: “We the undersigned

registered voters of the city of Carbondale, do hereby

petition that a marijuana decommarization ordinance

be placed on the ballot at the time of the April 17, 1979, city

of Carbondale elections.”

After three and one-half days, we nearly 1,000

signatures with petitions still out. Men while the city

council was taking action to approve: three other

these to be placed on the Spring ballot, making

the introduction of any other referendum illigible, since

state law prohibits more than three referenda to

appear on an ballot. This action was taken seven
days before the deadline for submission of petitioned

petitions, but petition was bumped out of a spot on

the ballot while our movement was in full stride.

Thanks to everyone who signed petitions, expressed

interest, collected signatures and helped advertise in our

campaign. Someday we will get another chance but

won’t be April 17, 1979.

William Rogers

Sophomore, Political Science

Civil, human rights: Tribute to Payne

Now that the Shah of Iran and Wood Hayes are

sailing off into what seems a rather deserved sunset, it is

time once more to remind ourselves, that: alas, we

still do not live in a perfect world.

Two hundred years ago Tom Payne told us that

Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered.” And he,
of course, was right. Tyranny outlived Tom Payne, but

Payne’s work in the defense of the rights of man was

such that his name has been associated with the human

rights movement ever since.

This comment Jan. 29, at 8 p.m. in the Morris Library

Auditorium, the English Department is sponsoring a

Tom Payne memorial program as a tribute to this

great humanitarian.

Payne’s life is one of the most dramatic in history.
We see him at the moment denouncing his fellow

Americans as slave owners, saying, “Man has no

sovereignty in this world; the king is every man.” We

hear him stirring the hearts of the American soldiers

fighting for independence, saying, “These are the times

that try men’s souls."

Later, we see him standing before the French

Revolutionary Assembly, arguing against execution of

the deposed king, Louis XVI, and begging his listeners

not to allow the French Revolution to descend to a

despotic act of violence.

Later still, when he was attacked by those who held

him in contempt for rising above their petty

nationalism and narrow religious dogmatism, he

responded by saying, “The world is my country, to do

myself my religion is humanity.”

Tom Payne contributed to both the American

and French Revolutions. He was a prominent

part in the British labor Movement. At the height of his

name, he had been intimate with the great statesmen

of France, England and America. Yet, at his death,

fewer than twelve people came to his funeral, and not

one major statement publicly praised him, but even

he had old friend, Thomas Jefferson.

At his death, Tom Payne was the most hated man in

America. John Adams contemptuously referred to

him as “that distressful monster,” and even earlier

later Theodore Roosevelt dismissed Payne as “that

fugly little scab.” Payne also had his defenders, among

them, Abraham Lincoln, Wail Whitman, Mark

Twain, George Bernard Shaw, Woodrow Wilson, and

Bernard Shaw. The story of his life is one of the most

compelling and moving in our nation’s history.

The program Monday evening promises to be

scabulously, and possibly controversial.

There will be three short lectures, followed by a

discussion.

Opening remarks will be given by the chairman of

the English Department, Professor Robert Parlow.
Then Professor Thomas Schwartz will talk about

America’s gratitude toward Payne.

After this, Professor Earle Sibilia will present a

lecture titled, “Tom Payne: An Appreciation.” The

lecture will be followed by a question and answer

period which will bring us back from the 18th century to

the 20th with some thoughts about “A Pro-Spirit of Tom Payne Today: The
demise of Pro-Spirit Literature.” A brief discussion period

will bring the program to a close.

Journalists, students involved in organizations committed to civil rights, foreign students who are
dedicated to their right campaigns abroad, and faculty members working for the American Civil

Liberties Union or other organizations committed to human rights, should find a special relevance in this

memorial program.

Even those students and faculty members who

really don’t give a damn about anything might find it

amusing to spend an evening gawking at those who do.

Thomas D. Schwartz, Visiting Asst. Professor, English

Dead’ no secret to TAO

So Kathy Pratt, publicity promotion director of

the Arena, wasn’t trying to keep the already forming

ticket lines to the Grateful Dead concert a ‘hug, dark

secret.” Up until late Wednesday night, when the

numbers had gone well beyond 70, the only place that

the lines had been announced was at WTAQ. As my

roommate Karen put it, “Oh, well, who wants to go
to a concert of people who listen to TAO.”

Just thought I’d say something.

Kevin Powell

Senior Radio TV
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Taiwan: 'A one-way street'

By Arnold Auerbach

The mild favor that has been raised by President Eisenhower for the People's Republic of China is puzzling. After all, President Eisenhower has attacked the PRC in the past, and, by signing the Shanghai Communiqué, virtually assured full diplomatic relations sooner or later. In fact, last month's action by Nixon was long anticipated, and the odds on senators Goldwater and Barry Goldwater falling in line with the White House are short.

Paul Simon, are seven years too late. One can dismiss Goldwater and Hatch, conservative political institutions, as strictly political objects. But Simon, a liberal legislator, is an enigma on this issue. Simon is justifiably proud that he is a friend and part of China. We can stop who are we to tell the Chinese people whether they should be joined or independent? What is not to let them decide? It's their country, not ours. As of now, both sides consider these proposals to be too complicated for the last war, Taiwan is unlikely to encourage separation between the United States and the mainland, even if Taiwan were a trade, not Taiwaneses. If the Chinese citizens want independence, they should, not we, decide by holding free elections (which up to now have not been allowed in Taiwan national voting).

In 1968, we have turned our backs on Taiwan, an old friend...it was betrayed... Indeed! What's a 'Taiwan has never done a thing for us...it all been one way...'
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Variety of styles, nationalities featured in graduate recital

Michael Kohlman, 21, will present his graduate organ recital at 8 p.m. Friday in Shryock Auditorium.

In a hour-long concert, Kohlman will offer free music that vary from 18th century French baroque to 20th century contemporary romantics.

The first selection is introduction and Toccata on c. Major by William Walsh. Kohlman described it as "light and energetic." It will be followed by an "expressive but simple" Passacaglia by Francois Couperin. Bach's "Chorale Prelude," a piece of organ music will finish the first half of the program.

A longer piece, a Chorale No. 5 in E Minor, will start the final section. Kohlman described this selection, composed by Cesar Franck, as having many contrasting emotions within it. The concert will finish with Marcel Dupre's "Variation sur un Noël, Opus 20."

Kohlman, from Lewiston, Minn., is working towards a master's degree in both organ and music history. He has received two bachelor's degrees -- in education from Concordia College in St. Paul, Minn., and in music from Huntington College at Huntington, Ind.

His previous organ study was under Paul Masa, David Fiman and Jack Buhi. He is presently studying under Marianne Wobbe, professor of music. In addition, he is the organist and choir director at Our Savior Lutheran Church in Carbondale.

The recital program was chosen for its variety, Kohlman said. He chose pieces with different styles, from several periods and from different nationalities.

Kohlman said that he hopes to get a teaching position after receiving his master's degree.

The concert is free and open to the public.
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Laser use in concerts studied

By John Carter
Manager, American Group

Like many other things that 're particularly difficult to control or dangerous, the laser beam, when used in a concert or large music show, has come under government scrutiny. The concern is especially acute in the case of the laser, the concern stems from the fact that 's a beam of a directed beam of light from a laser can be quite powerful and its use must be carefully controlled.

"A glance into a laser will cause a temporary loss of vision similar to a burst of light into the eye, it may last an hour or a week. If so, it is most dangerous, says John Carter, manager of American Group. The laser show, which is highly controlled and operated by skilled technicians, can be viewed from a distance of several miles away.

"In many cases, the laser beam is directed at a moving target, such as a moving motorcycle or car. The laser beam can be used in many ways, such as to set off special effects, to create a visual spectacle, or to create a visual display. However, the use of lasers in concerts has been limited due to concerns about their safety.

"In general, the use of lasers in concerts is subject to strict regulations, and the use of lasers in concerts is subject to strict regulations, and the use of lasers in concerts is subject to strict regulations.

"Most laser shows depend heavily on mirrors and prisms to reflect the beam, and when a beam is brought off of a reflective surface, the beam is diminished. This is an unsatisfactory listener in the back row because will not reflect back into the beam. When the laser strikes the eye, its "sting" can be felt and the back row can be heard. It is not recommended to look at the laser beam, but when the laser is directed at a moving target, it can be directed at a moving target.

"A laser beam strikes a diffuse surface, such as a large mirror or a wall, and the light's potential is diminished.

Despite the potential dangers, lasers are being used in some rock and disco productions. Electric Light Orchestra, Vitamin, and Emerson, Lake and Palmer have used lasers in some of their shows. The only problem with this, besides the possibility of causing blindness and burning holes in clothes and skin, is that they cannot be turned off or overrode.

When the performers invert anywhere from 15,000 to 10,000 for the laser, and at least that much more for the size of the device to make a show, they want their audience to know what they are seeing.

"Lasers are simply a special effect and when they are everything and their only effect, there is no impact," says Jim Mandy, president of Sound Design. Also, the laser beam is not visible to the audience, and the laser beams are turned on and off to create a visual spectacle. The laser beams are visible and can be seen in the audience, but the laser beams are not visible to the audience.
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Tickets for the Grateful Dead concert will go on sale at 8 a.m. Saturday at the Arena South Main Lobby Box Office. The group will appear at 8 p.m. Feb. 7 at the Arena Ticket prices are $7.50, $10 and $15.50. There is a 10 ticket limit for the first day of sales only. Beginning Monday, remaining tickets will be available at the Arena South Main Events Ticket Office and the Student Center Central Ticket Office.

The original members of the band got together in the mid-1960s in San Francisco playing free concerts with other blossoming groups like Jefferson Airplane, Quicksilver Messenger Service and Country Joe and the Fish. There was growing interest among the younger generation at the time when "The Dead" typified the kind of life style and philosophy that was so readily embraced by them. The group has since garnered success, although it still maintains close contact with such notable and notorious acquaintances as Ken Kesey and his Merry Pranksters, the Hell's Angels motorcycle gang and former Portland Trail Blazers center Bill Walton.

In late 1978 the band once again made headlines by becoming the first U.S. rock band in history to perform at Madison Square Garden. Playing three consecutive nights at the home of the Great Pyramids. "The Dead" have already played before three sold-out crowds in 1979, two at Madison Square Garden.

Recital to be given by vocal baritone

J.R.'s LIQUORS
122 West Main
549-2331
Riunite Lambrusco
Bell' Agio
Yago Sant' Gria
$1.99
750 ml
Sale Prices
1/26-1/28

Don't Call Us JUNIORS

You can call us J.R.'s or...
...you can call us the fun place...or...you can call us the place next to the Holiday Inn...but, don't call us JUNIOR'S:
We're J.R.'s..."The fun place!"

J.R.'s is an exciting new restaurant con-
...J.R.'s beautiful decor is designed
for relaxation...it takes you out of the
noise and shuffle of the day and offers
the perfect menu for morning or evening.
J.R.'s features crepes, onion rings, steaks,
plus our special $2 pound hamburger...
...superb ice cream deserts and
all your favorite drinks.

Hours: 6 AM (Breakfast)
Through 12 MIDNIGHT
Mon. - Sunday
Next to the Holiday Inn on East Main - Carlisle
**Campus Briefs**

Telpro, the student radio and television production company, will have a general meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 1064 in the Communications Building. Following the general meeting there will be a training session for new members, talent tryouts for future Telpro productions, a producers meeting aimed at members who have never produced a show before and a meeting for the public relations staff.

The Carbondale Branch of the NAACP will hold its first meeting of 1979 at 6 p.m. Sunday at the Eumae Hayes Center. The Carbondale primary coming soon, the NAACP will sponsor a voter registration period from 3-5 p.m. Saturday at the Eumae Hayes Center.

Delta Chi Fraternity and Delta Zeta Sorority will have a rush party at 11 p.m. Friday at 105 'small group housing.'

The Saluki Swingers will dance at 1 p.m. Sunday in the Student Center Roman Room. Dale Phillips will call.

The registration closing date for the Graduate Record Exam is Jan. 31. The test will be given Feb. 24. For registration brochures contact the Testing Division, CCPC, Woody Hall-Bldg. or call 526-2738.

Auditions for "Performance '79,' the all-campus variety show, will be held at 7 p.m. Feb. 5-6 in Altgeld Hall. Soloists, intermediate and large groups are invited to audition. To pick up an application and an audition appointment, call Student Activities 456-5714.

The Student Bible Fellowship will have an evening of Bible study and fellowship at 7 p.m. Friday at 8th W. Sycamore. For rides call 549-2786 or 549-7058.

The Mystic Voyage Performing Arts Group will be holding its first open house from 5-6 p.m. Saturday at the Kase N Coffeehouse, 816 S. Illinois.

**SPOTLIGHT**

The popular documentary program returns to air a look at

**The C.O.&E. Steam Train in Marion**

TONIGHT AT 9:00

on Channel 8

**THE STUDENT CENTER**

WANT TO MAKE BETTER THINGS HAPPEN?

JOIN A STUDENT CENTER BOARD COMMITTEE!
Discuss food prices, student space allocation, bookstore policies and much more...

Pick up your application now at the:

STUDENT CENTER

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

2nd FLOOR. STUDENT CENTER

ALL APPLICATIONS DUE: FEBRUARY 2, 1979
Physical Education class deals with sports ethics

By University News Service

True or false: The punishment dealt longtime Ohio State University football coach Woody Hayes for slapping a Georgia player during this year's Sugar Bowl fits the crime.

That question probably hasn't popped up on any college examination lately, but there's a good chance of it and other controversial issues affecting the sporting world will get plenty of jaw-boning in an SIU physical education course in the near future.

The course isn't new. SIU has received plaudits from such publications as Sports Illustrated over the years for its efforts. But the impact of "Priniciples in Physical Education" is more always current, according to Edward J. Shea, chairman of the SIU C physical education department and creator and teacher of the course.

Shea made "Principles in Physical Education" part of the curriculum to fill an apparent void in the additional training of athletic coaches.

"I've recognized for years a gap in college educational programs for physical education teachers and coaches. We haven't been exposing them to many of the ethical issues they'll face in their coaching futures," said Shea, author of a new textbook titled "Ethical Decisions in Physical Education," and coach.

"We said it's going to be used in the SIU athletic department and has tackled the ethical issues that we'll have to face as coaches," he said.

All you have to do is put a put-up newspaper and turn to the sports section and everyday examples of what Shea is talking about, he said.

"The big concern in sports is money. Every young people needs to see the importance of the dollar sign. It is a force that has tended to bury the real importance of athletics and competition," said Shea.

"Athletics is—and has always been—a wonderful educational influence. But it must be conducted in a right environment for its benefit to society," he said.

What is the right environment?" "Coaches need to set the stage for what they are doing by emphasizing that base in the philosophy of games is cooperation, not competition, and then they must convince their players that this is so by their own conduct," said Shea.

"All too often unsportsmanlike behavior on the part of a participant is directly attributable to the coach and his or her win at all cost philosophy."

According to Shea, one of the best ways to keep coaches from developing unsportsmanlike behavior is to let young men coaches analyze some of the big ethical issues before they have to confront them on a high level.

"It's and unusual to see a student's eye light up with understanding and sportsmanship when they get some of these things out in the open for discussion," he said.

Many of the ethical issues discussed in the course come from experiences of SIU alumni now in the coaching and teaching ranks. Other center around expectations students themselves have had in competitive sports on the grade or at the high school level.

"A good example is an incident from a recent women's volleyball game. A player from a competing team was a ke by an official if she touched the ball before it went out of bounds on a given play. The player responded that because volleyball rules didn't require her to answer that," said Shea.

"But she was bidding for the ball or was she conducting herself in an ethical manner? There aren't any ready answers to questions like this, but rather these situations can be important in the outlook of a future coach or athlete," he said.

Common issues raised in the class include the basic role of the team, the responsibilities of coaches and the right of athletes to question
Engineering exam course offered

By University News Service

Persons preparing to take the state Professional Engineering Examinations in March will get a chance to brush up on engineering principles and practices in a series of classes to be offered by SIU Department of Civil Engineering.

Registered professional engineers at the School of Engineering and Technology will teach the special refresher course for professional engineering examiners. Instructors will include engineering mathematics, fundamentals of physics and chemistry, strength of materials, engineering mechanics—statics and dynamics, engineering economics, electricity and electronics, heat-trace power applications—thermodynamics and fluid dynamics.

The Engineer-in-Training Examination and the Professional Engineer Examination will be given May 1 and 2.

The refresher courses will meet from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesdays at the Technology Building, Room 24A. Eleven sessions are planned.

Feb. 1 is the deadline for registration. Registration fee is $10.

Food For Thought
Murdock 457-4313

Quiche
Crepes
Soup

Prices Good Thru
Sunday, Jan. 28, 1979
We reserve the right to limit quantities.

NOTICE: For over 10 years, our volume buying and low overhead have enabled So. Ii. Liq. to offer the lowest prices in So. Illinois.

All we ask is Shop & Compare

Huber
Returnable
$3 39
24-12 oz. bts.
equivalent to 8% off 6/pk

Cooks 99c
Beer
6/pk cons

Kiev Vodka
$3 59
Quart

Canadian L.T.D.
$3 99
Quart

J & B
$6 98
750 ml (Fifth)
7 up
99c
64 oz. N.R. Bottles
Volunteers to help poor, retired with tax returns

EDITORS NOTE—Following is the third in a series of articles entitled “Coping With Your Income Tax.” They were written to help taxpayers prepare their 1978 tax returns.

By B. Gregory Nolan

WASHINGTON (AP)—Thousands of volunteers will help retired and low-income people with their tax returns this year, while the Internal Revenue Service will give advice to millions of other taxpayers.

The IRS has trained 30,000 persons to staff booths in libraries, schools, fire stations and other public buildings to help out people with unusual needs.

These unpaid volunteers will also go to nursing homes, hospitals and retirement communities from January through April. They will concentrate on helping with problems that harbor tax returns for elderly and low-income taxpayers.

For example, many low-income persons are unaware they may be eligible for the earned income credit, a cash payment of up to $400 for poor working families. It may be available to families earning less than $6,000 a year if they had no wages witheld.

A special problem for the elderly is confusion over a series of tax regulations concerning income from pensions, life insurance payments and other annuities. The form for computing tax on these payments, Form 5505, can be difficult to comprehend.

Although the tax booklets that accompany the tax forms include instructions on treatment of such items, many poor people and low-income earned income credit, the IRS says, many people want help with their computations or have questions that are not clearly answered in the written instructions.

The IRS last year answered more than 15 million phone inquiries. 3.000 letters and helped more than 4 million people who “ought help in IRS offices.

Toll-free numbers for the IRS are published in the tax instructions mailed out to taxpayers. Most taxpayers should have received their tax forms in the mail by the end of this year. Further forms and instructions are also available at most IRS offices.

The IRS is providing special information for people whose primary language is not English. It publishes instruction booklets in Spanish, although it has no plans to publish the forms themselves.

Information is also available from professional tax preparers—at a fee, of course. They increased returns for about 42 percent of taxpayers last year. But the IRS is trying to make its forms simple enough that most taxpayers can figure it out for themselves.

The wording of the instructions and tax forms this year has been simplified so they are understandable to anyone with an eighth grade education.

The IRS reported that there were fewer errors last year because more people were able to use the 1040 short form.

The short form can be used if the taxpayer had only wages, salaries, tips and other employee compensation and no more than IRS interest on bank accounts.

The form for short form, the IRS says 1040 is less than $3,000 or less than $1,500 if the taxpayer is married and filing a joint return.

The form requires that taxpayers itemize deductions. Taxpayers who claim the new earned income credit must use other saving measures must use the long form.

The statement estimates that about 80 percent of taxpayers can complete the form in less than two minutes.

END

REMEMBER!

Special Selection
SEBASTIANI 750 ml
Cabernet Sauvignon... 4.64
Pinot Noir... 3.50
Zinfandel... 2.67
Barbera... 3.16
Chardonnay... 6.99
Chenin Blanc... 2.87
Green Hungarian... 2.97
“Premium California Varietals”
1978 precipitation 'average'

URBANA, Ill. (AP) — For those who dug out of record snowfalls, it may be difficult to believe, but precipitation in 1978 was about average for Illinois.

Precipitation was slightly above normal in the northeast, including the Chicago area, and a bit below normal in the rest of the state, according to Stanley Changnon of the Illinois State Water Survey.

The southern quarter of the state was the driest with precipitation averages about 10 percent below normal, he said.

The last six months of 1978 were the driest in Changnon's records.

Fortunately for farmers, more than twice normal fell in most of the state's snow reporting districts in July. Only the extreme northeast was dry.

Agricultural rainfall was less than normal, and crops and winter wheat, heavy in the east and south.

OUR NEW PLASTIC BOTTLE MAKES TWO LITERS LIGHTER.

The only way to make Dr Pepper's great tasteesser to pack on six is to make the bottle easier to pick up.

So that's exactly what we did. With a new one-use-reusable plastic bottle that's a whole lot lighter than a glass bottle.

Shatterproof too. What's more, our new bottle has a special neck grip which also makes Dr Pepper easier to pick up. Easier to pour.

All in all, what could be better? You get our new lighter two liter bottle. And inside 67 6 ounces of our great tasting original

Without any argument, the price of this is $.25 and it's on offer to support your reimbursement request. Coupon may not be assigned or transferred. Customer must pay any sales tax and bottle deposit. Void where prohibited based on state or local laws. Cash value is 2c. Redemption good only in the areas served by the Dr Pepper Bottling Company of Marion, Illinois. Offer expires May 31, 1979.
10 percent food price rise likely

By Leslie Cook
Associated Press Writer

The food price rise expected to reach 10 percent by the end of this year has already hit some supermarkets, with prices of many foods rising more than 10 percent in January, according to price data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Michael H. Gordon, an economist at the USDA, said that although the price rise is not as high as expected, it is still significant.

"The food price rise is expected to continue to rise in the coming months," he said. "We expect price increases of 10 to 12 percent for the rest of the year."
You’re wasting your time reading this newspaper.

Not because it’s not worth reading. You’re wasting your time because you could be reading it three to ten times faster than you are right now.

That’s right — three to ten times faster. With better concentration, understanding, and recall.

The problem is, most of us haven’t learned anything new about reading since we were 10 years old. So we’re still stumbling along at a fraction of our real capacity. In fact, most people read so slowly that their brain actually gets bored and distracted between words (no wonder you have trouble concentrating when you read!)

The new Evelyn Wood RD2 reading program.

Over 20 years ago, Evelyn Wood’s research with natural speed readers discovered reading techniques that could be learned and used by virtually anyone. Since that pioneering work, over a million people — from students to presidents — have put the Evelyn Wood method to work for them.

RD2 is Evelyn Wood’s latest, updated reading improvement system — designed to be more effective and flexible than ever. With it, you should easily be able to cut your reading and study time by at least two thirds. That means if you’re now studying 20 hours a week, you’ll save roughly 400 hours — or almost 17 full 24-hour days — in this school year alone!

Spend an hour and check us out.

We know you may have trouble believing what you’ve just read. That’s why our people are on campus now giving free 1 hour demonstrations of RD2. If you can spare an hour, we’ll answer any questions you may have about RD2, and prove that you can unlearn your bad reading habits and start saving two thirds of your study time. We’ll even demonstrate some new reading techniques designed to increase your speed immediately, with good comprehension.

Attend a free 1-hour RD2 demonstration this week:

Sat. Jan. 27 - 3:30 & 7:00 - Mississippi Room
Sun. Jan. 28 - 3:30 & 7:00 - Illinois Room
Mon. Jan. 29 - 3:30 & 7:00 - Illinois Room
at Student Union Building

This short demonstration could start you on your way to better grades, more free time, and a whole new outlook on studying.

It only takes an hour, and it’s free. Don’t miss it.

Evelyn Wood RD2
will open your eyes.
Air commission's order could force miners out of jobs

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. - An order to close 600 mining jobs in Illinois could be issued on Monday by the Mine Safety and Health Administration's new director.

The order would require the Illinois Mine Safety and Health Administration to issue a final rule that would require the closure of mines that violate federal standards.

The order would affect about 20,000 miners in the state and could result in the loss of 10,000 jobs.

The order would also require the closure of mines that violate state standards.

The order would be issued under the authority of the federal Mine Safety and Health Act.

The order would be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Labor before it is issued.

It would be the first order issued by the mine safety agency since it was created in 1977.

The order would also require the closure of mines that violate state standards if the state does not comply with federal standards.

The order would be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Labor before it is issued.

It would be the first order issued by the mine safety agency since it was created in 1977.

The order would also require the closure of mines that violate state standards if the state does not comply with federal standards.

The order would be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Labor before it is issued.

It would be the first order issued by the mine safety agency since it was created in 1977.

The order would also require the closure of mines that violate state standards if the state does not comply with federal standards.

The order would be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Labor before it is issued.

It would be the first order issued by the mine safety agency since it was created in 1977.

The order would also require the closure of mines that violate state standards if the state does not comply with federal standards.

The order would be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Labor before it is issued.

It would be the first order issued by the mine safety agency since it was created in 1977.

The order would also require the closure of mines that violate state standards if the state does not comply with federal standards.

The order would be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Labor before it is issued.

It would be the first order issued by the mine safety agency since it was created in 1977.

The order would also require the closure of mines that violate state standards if the state does not comply with federal standards.

The order would be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Labor before it is issued.

It would be the first order issued by the mine safety agency since it was created in 1977.

The order would also require the closure of mines that violate state standards if the state does not comply with federal standards.

The order would be reviewed by the U.S. Department of Labor before it is issued.

It would be the first order issued by the mine safety agency since it was created in 1977.
**Friday's Puzzle**

ACROSS
1 Knife wound 11. Chikki
2 Ripe 12. Sarban
3 Bite 13. Khar
4 First 14. Boon
5 Start 15. Khool
10 Project 16. Shadi
11: Sape 17. Khouta
12: Gheet 18. Shuvo
13: Shekh 19. Shuvo
20. Shuvo

DOWN

Thursday's Answers


**Drive on smoking urged in first grade**

URBANA, Ill. (AP) — University of Illinois scientists say children are going to be persuaded not to smoke. Efforts must begin in the first grade, William Creswell, Jr., head of the department of health and safety education, and Thomas O'Brien, and lead some of the lab's work. The U.S. surgeon general's latest report on tobacco smoking.

"By ninth grade, most students who smoke regularly have been using cigarettes for a year or more, said Creswell. "If we are going to be more successful in persuading children that smoking is dangerous, a hast to start. We have to begin well-organized and well-taught health education programs in the first grade."

**Friday & Saturday Nights**

**BIG TWIST AND THE MELLOW Fellows**

**SUNDAY**

**McDANIEL BROS**

DAILY SPECIAL

25¢ Drafts

**HANGAR 9 HOTLINE**
437-5551

**Hangar**

We Party 7 Night a Week

-PRESIDENTS-
FRIDAY AFTERNOON

**Dr. BOMBAY**

(no cover)

**United Church of Christ**

the CHURCH OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD

WHO ARE WE?

A CONCERENED AND PROGRESSIVE CHURCH

Located at the corner of Orchard and East Main
Sunday School 9:30 Worship Service 11:00
JOIN US!

**DANVER'S**

your best bet for the best food!

TRY A DELICIOUS, HEARTY, HOT HAM PLATTER

Includes...

- HOT, THIN-SLICED HAM PILED HIGH ON A TOASTED SESAME SEED BUN
- ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT FROM OUR WELL-STOCKED SALAD BAR
- THIN-CUT GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES

Or TRY OUR ROAST BEEF OR HAMBURGER PLATTER

(All sandwiches are available with cheese)

ONLY...

$2.60

Pinch Penny Liquors

605 E. Grand
Lewis Park

**MALLAMS HAIRSTYLING**

AWARD WINNERS IN STYLING AND SHAPING FOR MEN AND WOMEN.

BILL AND PAULINE MALLAMS
437-5400

604 East Main

**Leibfraumlich**

Budweiser

**Danver's**

1010 East Main

(Next door to Vic Koenig Chevrolet)
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HOUSING

For Sale: 3 Bedroom, 2 bath, 1002 sq ft, $405/month, single family home. Phone 548-0541.

FOR LEASE: 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 1106 sq ft, $800/month. Phone 548-6295.

CASH

We buy used stereo equipment
Good condition or needing repair
Audio specialties

PETS & SUPPLIES

AQUARIUMS, MURPHYSBORO TROPICALs, & PELLET FISH. Not live fish, dry food, but sizeable. Phone 467-8324.

SALES: Semi-hermit crabs and letures...!...


GREAT DANE: PANCHO Need outstanding Pedigrees (or all breeds) and Great with children. House broke great dog. Call 457-7611.

SPORTING GOODS

For Sale: CABLE, Pylon, 3" barrel in the box $25 firm - Call 369-1767 after 5 p.m. 369A.

Musical

FENDER MASTER (Blonde) Amp Early 60 model Excellent condition. $500.00. Phone 564-9111.

1977 KUSTOM III lead Sc Amp. Excellent condition, $250. Phone 564-9111.

GISON LEESA PLAND, Most condition, $250. Phone 564-9111.

ACCOUSTIC 4 string $125 Pedal steel $150. Phone 564-9111.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Please LIKE new Fender Guitar, excellent condition $150 After hours call 457-5950.

FOR RENT

APARTMENTS

CAVBADO CORNER, 2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 mile from Cedar Hall on Standard. $450 month. Phone 457-2045.

CAVBADO CORNER, 2 bedroom, 5 1/2 miles from Cedar Hall. $500 month. Phone 457-2045.

2 BEDROOM, 3 1/2 miles from campus. Custom designed conditioned of term. Call 548-1319.

OLD-FASHIONED FARMHOUSE, 1 1/2 mile east of campus. Tranquil setting on private lake. Available for the week of 4/27-5/4. $20 per night. 504-3254.

AVAILAABLE FEBRUARY 1, 1975, 2 BEDROOMS IN BIRMINGHAM APARTMENTS, UNFURNISHED. $200/month, call 457-4254.

THE BASEMENT HOUSE 4V2 BEDROOMS, 2 1/2 miles from campus. $150. Call 548-2035 or 548-2055.

Mobile Homes

TWO BEDROOM, 13 mile south of campus. $375 month. Phone 548-2055.

SINGLES - ONE BEDROOM, 4 per month. Includes heat, water, trash and maintenance, and air conditioned. Absolutely no pets. Phone 548-2055.

CUTE 2-BED TRAILER, 3 miles from campus. $250 per month. Phone 548-2055.

MURPHYSBORO MOBILE HOME, 2 1/2 miles from campus. $250 month. Phone 548-2055.

OUT IN CANTAY but close to campus. 2 1/2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, 13 month lease, $255 month. Phone 547-4277.

7th Mobile Home, carpeted, freshly painted, small enclosed, upstairs, kitchen, 1 bedroom, $275 month. Phone 548-2055.

SINGLE MALE TO SHARE 1 bedroom, furniture, $200 per month. Phone 548-2055.

TWO BEDROOM, 3 bedroom house, furniture, no pets, not smokers. Phone 548-2055.

CARBONDALE LARGE, 3 bedroom, 3 1/2 miles from campus, furnished, garage, pets allowed. Phone 548-2055.

TRAILERS

$75 $800 per month Walking distance to campus

CHUCK RENTALS

125-215 FIFTH

FOR RENT OR roommates needed. 1 bedroom, kitchen, bath, furnished, free water, transportation to campus. Phone 548-2055.

TWO BEDROOM, 13 mile south of campus. $375 month. Phone 548-2055.

UNDERPINNING MEANS WITH 13 1/2" wide 2 large bathrooms $100 monthly in 50 Southwestern Mobile Homes

Mobile Home

4 8 x 40 $75 per month

KORONTO, 5 miles west on Old 13 Air and Carpet

No Dogs

267-2129

WATER:" DRIVER, two bunks in 2 bedroom Living at no 67 Southers 7/2 650 monthly No 5 Southern Mobile Homes

CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3 bedroom mobile home, carpet, air gas. Possible off campus 861-375. Sorry no pets. Woodlawn Mobile Homes Phone 548-7653.

LIKE NEW THREE bedroom 1260 mobile home A-C, shag carpet, and all appliances. Only 10 Southern Mobile Sorry no pets. Woodlawn Mobile Homes Phone 548-7653.

PLEASE SUBMIT my trailer available for winter and spring. $150 month, 1/2 due. CAMPUS. Phone 548-2055.

SUBLEASE 3 BEDROOM- 1st month rent free utility bill 1500.00. 260-2500.


BEDROOMS IN RENTAL ON CAMPUS. Single and couples. Phone 548-2055.

FREE BUS TO A FROM SUU THRU DAILY TRIPS AUTUMN $2.50 548-2055.

CARBONDALE MOBILE HOME PARK

360-3650

PARK MOBILE HOME, 260-2500

For Spring: 2 bedroom apartment...Walden House, 2 bedroom furnished.

Bedroom Mobile Homes Furnished Air Conditioned.

ROOMS

MURPHYSBORO BEAT INFLATION! Rooms available in 3 bedroom, kitchen privileges, utilities, close to campus. House, clean, regular, 600.00. Phone 548-4513.

46 90 PER WEEK cable TV maid up $5.00 E. Main. Phone 548-4513.

PRIVATE ROOMS, CARBONDALE, in excellent condition. $60 month. Key to room, full kitchen and comfort of home in apartment. All utilities paid, very clean, near campus. Call 548-4513.

CARBONDALE LARGE, WARM AND COMFORTABLE, $45 month. Share kitchen and baths by mutual agreement. Phone 1260, if available, r. 305-5020.

ROOMMATES
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TELEPHONE EXPERIENCE AND TYPING ABILITIES

CARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES

FEMALED M/O, 72, to share house and expenses. Murphy bed, must share kitchen and bathroom. Home in Ferguson, near SIU and SIU campus. $270-280. 681-3111.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY (Lewis Park) 1 1/2 room shared 1/15/78. $225 month. 442-3979.

NATURE PERSON WANTED for 1 bed-dark blue Mercedes mobile home. $500 month. Rm 12 x 15. 680-8702.

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 21 male for mobile home. Must be clean, smoke free. $350 month. Call 685-3641. In Rontario.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for farm house in rural Carbon. Can help with farm work. $350 month. Call 685-2647.

BEDROOM HOUSE, own kitchen, own bath. Good sol. $175 month. Female preferred. 681-9227.

FEMALE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY for spring semester. Student. Appt with Dean Pitkethly in Gen. College Bldg. 685-3011.

OWN ROOM IN nice home. 1 bed room, 1 bath, 2nd floor. Quiet area. $150 month plus utilities. 680-3667.

DUPLEXES


UNFURNISHED, TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME, central air, available late February. SIU area. Apply 10620 E. State Hwy. $125 month. 681-5902.

SILVIA SOUTH OF Ama area utilities included. Rent $120. Good sol. 1 month security. $30 deposit. 680-7530.


MEDICAL STAFF APPOINTMENTS

GRADUATE ASSISTANT, University of Southern Illinois, Carbondale. Immediate opening. Call 685-2384.

LIMITED PET OWNER. Phone John, 442-4276.

FEMALED 70 to share house and expenses. Murphy bed, must share kitchen and bathroom. Home in Ferguson, near SIU and SIU campus. $270-280. 681-3111.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY (Lewis Park) 1 1/2 room shared 1/15/78. $225 month. 442-3979.

NATURE PERSON WANTED for 1 bed-dark blue Mercedes mobile home. $500 month. Rm 12 x 15. 680-8702.

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 21 male for mobile home. Must be clean, smoke free. $350 month. Call 685-3641. In Rontario.
Social welfare professor says millionaire cleansed Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh, once considered to be the "Smoketown" in the United States, has become relatively clean, thanks to "smoketoxin air," according to Armistead C. Hsiao, professor in social welfare.

Auerbach revisited Pittsburgh this summer to find out what changes had occurred since the city did away with "doctors' regulations" in 1974 as Pittsburgh's "filthy" cleaning effort began. Working under a Ford Foundation Research Fellowship this summer, Auerbach found that substantial changes had taken place in Pittsburgh concerning business, politics and citizens participates. Auerbach is the process of writing an article which details his findings.

According to Auerbach, the trend to clean up the city has greatly contributed to the multi-millionaire industrialist Richard King Mellon. Since the death of Mellon in 1976, and the fact that he was among the Mellon family, there has been no key figure involved in the continuation of the city's progress.

Student Center to have smoking areas

By James Patterson

Non-smokers who do not wish to sit in a "smoldering" room have won a concession from Student Center officials.

The Student Center dining room has designated the north half of the study center, located on the second floor, as a non-smoking area. It also set aside the mezzanine corner of the center for non-smokers.

The issue of smoking versus non-smoking is "a matter of controversy throughout the country," said Jim Shipperd, associate director of the Student Center.

Sheppard added that the non-smoking area was not a result of student pressure or complaining.

"The new designations are a result of the committee's decision to improve their facilities for the smokers," said Sheppard.

"The designation area, which is designated by the Student Center Board, is self-sustaining."

Sheppard added that the student smoking area and the non-smoking area are "a result of the same decision by the Student Center Board." There will be signs hanging from the ceiling and "table cards" on the tables to remind smokers who are not in a non-smoking area, back into the city by improving the neighborhood's look. Because of this need for improvement, two groups have been established to work with citizens, the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance and the Metropolitan Citizens Organization. The purpose of these groups is to push for better housing, roads, services, and, generally, better living conditions.

"On the whole, there has been progress in Pittsburgh within the past 20 years, but the progress in the past 10 years has been slower than the first 10," Auerbach stated.

The two mentioned progress for the city are still being considered.

"There's a row of pornographic movie houses which are supposed to be torn down, and the city is planning to sell a large recreation center," Auerbach said. The best hope for the city of Pittsburgh, however, is for citizens to unite and push for better living conditions. The city is -- and is only going to be improved by the citizens themselves.

Although Pittsburgh is still improving, improvements in the downtown business area are slowing down, Auerbach said.

"Without Mellon's ''run things, many of the corporations are fighting among themselves,'" Auerbach said.

Politically, Auerbach noted a very delicate change.

"The political machine which was a prevalent in the years before Mellon's death has lost power," Auerbach stated. "The political machine, system, where jobs are given in return for voice, is declining.

According to Auerbach, this breakdown in the political system was one of the first of its kind, and as a result, many other cities have experienced a decline in political machine activity.

The greatest change," Auerbach said, "was that citizens participated in the elections. Many people have moved out of the city and into the suburbs since 1974. Now they're trying to get people back into the city by improving the neighborhood's look. Because of this need for improvement, two groups have been established to work with citizens, the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance and the Metropolitan Citizens Organization. The purpose of these groups is to push for better housing, roads, services, and, generally, better living conditions.

"On the whole, there has been progress in Pittsburgh within the past 20 years, but the progress in the past 10 years has been slower than the first 10," Auerbach stated.

The two mentioned progress for the city are still being considered.

"There's a row of pornographic movie houses which are supposed to be torn down, and the city is planning to sell a large recreation center," Auerbach said. The best hope for the city of Pittsburgh, however, is for citizens to unite and push for better living conditions. The city is -- and is only going to be improved by the citizens themselves.

Self-proclaimed prophet in seclusion while empire's future being decided

By Laura Lee Karr

Richmond, Va. — Herbert W. Armstrong, an 80-year-old religious leader and leader of a controversy throughout the country, said Jim Shipperd, associate director of the Student Center.

Sheppard added that the non-smoking area was not a result of student pressure or complaining.

"The new designations are a result of the committee's decision to improve their facilities for the smokers," said Sheppard.

"The designation area, which is designated by the Student Center Board, is self-sustaining."

Sheppard added that the student smoking area and the non-smoking area are "a result of the same decision by the Student Center Board." There will be signs hanging from the ceiling and "table cards" on the tables to remind smokers who are not in a non-smoking area, back into the city by improving the neighborhood's look. Because of this need for improvement, two groups have been established to work with citizens, the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance and the Metropolitan Citizens Organization. The purpose of these groups is to push for better housing, roads, services, and, generally, better living conditions.

"On the whole, there has been progress in Pittsburgh within the past 20 years, but the progress in the past 10 years has been slower than the first 10," Auerbach stated.

The two mentioned progress for the city are still being considered.

"There's a row of pornographic movie houses which are supposed to be torn down, and the city is planning to sell a large recreation center," Auerbach said. The best hope for the city of Pittsburgh, however, is for citizens to unite and push for better living conditions. The city is -- and is only going to be improved by the citizens themselves.

Although Pittsburgh is still improving, improvements in the downtown business area are slowing down, Auerbach said.

"Without Mellon's 'run things, many of the corporations are fighting among themselves,'" Auerbach said.

Politically, Auerbach noted a very delicate change.

"The political machine which was a prevalent in the years before Mellon's death has lost power," Auerbach stated. "The political machine, system, where jobs are given in return for voice, is declining.

According to Auerbach, this breakdown in the political system was one of the first of its kind, and as a result, many other cities have experienced a decline in political machine activity.

The greatest change," Auerbach said, "was that citizens participated in the elections. Many people have moved out of the city and into the suburbs since 1974. Now they're trying to get people back into the city by improving the neighborhood's look. Because of this need for improvement, two groups have been established to work with citizens, the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance and the Metropolitan Citizens Organization. The purpose of these groups is to push for better housing, roads, services, and, generally, better living conditions.

"On the whole, there has been progress in Pittsburgh within the past 20 years, but the progress in the past 10 years has been slower than the first 10," Auerbach stated.

The two mentioned progress for the city are still being considered.

"There's a row of pornographic movie houses which are supposed to be torn down, and the city is planning to sell a large recreation center," Auerbach said. The best hope for the city of Pittsburgh, however, is for citizens to unite and push for better living conditions. The city is -- and is only going to be improved by the citizens themselves.

Self-proclaimed prophet in seclusion while empire's future being decided

By Laura Lee Karr

Richmond, Va. — Herbert W. Armstrong, an 80-year-old religious leader and leader of a controversy throughout the country, said Jim Shipperd, associate director of the Student Center.

Sheppard added that the non-smoking area was not a result of student pressure or complaining.

"The new designations are a result of the committee's decision to improve their facilities for the smokers," said Sheppard.

"The designation area, which is designated by the Student Center Board, is self-sustaining." Sheppard added that the student smoking area and the non-smoking area are "a result of the same decision by the Student Center Board." There will be signs hanging from the ceiling and "table cards" on the tables to remind smokers who are not in a non-smoking area, back into the city by improving the neighborhood's look. Because of this need for improvement, two groups have been established to work with citizens, the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance and the Metropolitan Citizens Organization. The purpose of these groups is to push for better housing, roads, services, and, generally, better living conditions.

"On the whole, there has been progress in Pittsburgh within the past 20 years, but the progress in the past 10 years has been slower than the first 10," Auerbach stated.

The two mentioned progress for the city are still being considered.

"There's a row of pornographic movie houses which are supposed to be torn down, and the city is planning to sell a large recreation center," Auerbach said. The best hope for the city of Pittsburgh, however, is for citizens to unite and push for better living conditions. The city is -- and is only going to be improved by the citizens themselves.

Although Pittsburgh is still improving, improvements in the downtown business area are slowing down, Auerbach said.

"Without Mellon's 'run things, many of the corporations are fighting among themselves,'" Auerbach said.

Politically, Auerbach noted a very delicate change.

"The political machine which was a prevalent in the years before Mellon's death has lost power," Auerbach stated. "The political machine, system, where jobs are given in return for voice, is declining.

According to Auerbach, this breakdown in the political system was one of the first of its kind, and as a result, many other cities have experienced a decline in political machine activity.

The greatest change," Auerbach said, "was that citizens participated in the elections. Many people have moved out of the city and into the suburbs since 1974. Now they're trying to get people back into the city by improving the neighborhood's look. Because of this need for improvement, two groups have been established to work with citizens, the Pittsburgh Neighborhood Alliance and the Metropolitan Citizens Organization. The purpose of these groups is to push for better housing, roads, services, and, generally, better living conditions.

"On the whole, there has been progress in Pittsburgh within the past 20 years, but the progress in the past 10 years has been slower than the first 10," Auerbach stated.

The two mentioned progress for the city are still being considered.

"There's a row of pornographic movie houses which are supposed to be torn down, and the city is planning to sell a large recreation center," Auerbach said. The best hope for the city of Pittsburgh, however, is for citizens to unite and push for better living conditions. The city is -- and is only going to be improved by the citizens themselves.
Carter asks $5 million for draft

by Jim Adams

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter is asking Congress for $5 million to beef up the standby draft system to meet the Pentagon's "wartime" requirement for enough men to fight a sudden war.

But White House officials say that enlisting for the draft is not a final decision on new efforts to restructure the draft or dispose of it altogether - that are expected to be taken early in the new session of Congress.

The new reworking of the draft system comes amid studies that show the present system, which does not turn out enough soldiers quickly in the event of an American war in which service in the military will be needed.

Pentagon officials, including Gen. Jay J. Silvester, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, have pressed for a new draft system to create a pool of people who could be mobilized in a sudden war.

The latest draft registration advocate, Army Secretary Clifford Alexander, last week said that women should also be registered. He would not say whether he thought Congress would draft women for combat.

A fourth option would be to draft people into the military reserves and create a trained force to send into a sudden war.

No one knows how far Carter and Congress will go to improve the system. There is a feeling among probleministers that Carter's decision will be to keep the draft system on standby.

The problem is that the start-up draft cannot move fast enough to meet the Pentagon's requirements, based on a "wartime" sudden-nuclear-war in Europe, that the standby Selective Service system supply the first drafters in 30 days, 100,000 drafters in two months and 200,000 in six months.

TheSelective Service Board has to have a list of people who are ready to be drafted in case of war.

Lawrence Theater to present operas

"Trouble in Tahiti" by Leonard Bernstein and "A Hand of Bridge" by Samuel Barber will be presented at 8 p.m. Sunday in the Laboratory Theater, Communications Building.

The double bill, which spotlight the behind-the-scenes laughter and tears of contemporary American life, is being presented by the 11th Annual Venture Opera Festival. There is no admission charge.

"Trouble in Tahiti" and "A Hand of Bridge" are staged by Michael Blum, graduate student in voice, and feature singers from III.'s School of Music. "A Hand of Bridge" is directed by Kenneth Holmes, Denise Stenoe and David Williams.

Women's Center seeks volunteers

The Women's Center is looking for people with a sincere commitment and willingness to volunteer in the center.

The Women's Center is looking for people who will work a week or two at a time to work with the children who are temporarily housed at the center as part of their family structure.

The volunteers would be a babysitter. They would need to have a week's notice, but rather would be someone the children could feel comfortable with.

The center provides facilities on a short-term basis for single women and their children who are faced with emotional or financial problems.

The next workshop is scheduled from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday at 400 W. Illinois Ave. to train volunteers. Workshop participants will learn how to give individual and group attention to children.

The training session will teach basic empathy skills and understanding techniques.

QuicksShoes

702 S. Ill
9-5:30 Mon-Sat

Individual Retirement Accounts

Example: Deposit $100.00 per year for 15 years at a compounded quarterly, you'll have saved $29,952.67

*Call 529-2900 or Come in Today

HOME FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN • CARBONDALE
635 E. Walnut 110 N. Illinois

DESSERT SPECIAL

2 Fresh Baked Cookies

$1.00

You Save 32% to 47%

Expires 1/1/79

Good Only at Carbondale

DESSERT SPECIAL

2 Fresh Baked Cookies

$1.00

You Save 32% to 47%

Expires 1/1/79

Good Only at Carbondale

Final Reduction

-270 pair Ladie's Shoes & Sandals $7.95.00. $12.00
-120 pair Men's Shoes $8.10. $12.00
-150 pair Men & Women's Leather Boots 50% OFF
-A Group of Ladie's Purses 50% OFF
-All Donkink Scarves, Hats & Legwarmers 50% OFF

All Sales Final Sale Starts Today Jan. 26th

Zick's Shoes 702 S. Ill
9-5:30 Mon-Sat
Tracksters dare take on Nebraska

By Gerry Blain

You would think that after competing in an all-Big Eight track power last week, Coach Lew Hume would be looking for a break. But the Salukis are down time on their hands, and with the Big Eight meet looming, he'll try to find success in the corn stalks that the Salukis are expected to meet.

Three times, Hume's tracksters met another member of the Big Eight, Kansas Jayhawks, and finished seventh each time. A fourth meet, a pre-Meet upset. It was the first meet most of the tracksters ever in one week.

Netters to volley with Kentucky foes

By Tim Boldt

The Salukis tennis team will travel to Richmond, Ky., this weekend for a four-game men's and women's meet against Eastern Kentucky, Kentucky Wesleyan, Western Kentucky and Northern Illinois. The Salukis are currently at No. 1 and No. 5 in the Big Eight standings.

Hartung hopes the trackmen can bring the Salukis up even more against Kansas $3-$0, but outdistanced Wyoming seconds in the second-place finish, 51-48. Let's finish the season on the high note that he has left to all the Salukis. It's the last day of the season, and his performance was a surprise.

Against Nebraska, however, Hartung is expecting a tough, but not impossible meet. He expects the Salukis to make a solid effort in Nebraska and his performance was a surprise against Nebraska, however, Hartung is expecting a tough, but not impossible meet. He expects the Salukis to make a solid effort in Nebraska and his performance was a surprise against Nebraska, however, Hartung is expecting a tough, but not impossible meet. He expects the Salukis to make a solid effort in Nebraska and his performance was a surprise.
Badminton team to battle foes, snow

Even though most of Northern Illinois was buried under snow, the badminton team will be making an attempt to honor their opponents at the Western Illinois University Invitational, Friday and Saturday at Macomb. That is, if they can get there.

SIU will be seeking to improve its stay from last weekend, when it finished last in the four-team Saluki Invitational. SIU finished behind Illinois State, Western Illinois and EIU. Western Illinois won the meet that was dominated by EIU and WIU.

Salukis will be playing each other again as well as Eastern Illinois. Last week, EIU could not make the Saluki Invitational because of travel conditions. First-year Coach Paul Blair said the presence of the defending state champion Redbirds might have helped the Salukis figure better than they did, in controlling off some of EIU's and Western's top players.

Matmen away for 3 matches

The wrestlers will head south this weekend to face three wrestling powerhouse, Louisiana State University, Oklahoma State and Oklahoma State. Coach John Lanzo said that both of the Oklahoma schools have been in the top four teams in the country ever since wrestling was recognized by the NCAA. LSU is ranked in the top 10 this week.

Long said that SIU, with its 3:12 record, could give the other teams a hard time if the Salukis could "get it together at the right time."

Long said that his team has a lot of potential, but the wrestlers have just not developed it fully yet.

Gym injuries force 'all-around' juggle

(Continued from Page 24)

The problem with Adams' knee appears to lie in the cartilage or the meniscus in the area. The back side of Adams' cavity forms about an 120-degree angle, about 90 degrees is normal, he said.

Because the cavity is so shallow, his knee capsule "falters" rather out than it should, which puts extra stress on the tendons when Adams goes through his routines.

That's what Coach Adams said the knee swelled up after the damage was done, the knee was slightly swelled and the ligaments surrounding the joint were damaged.

"Once the swelling goes down it'll start to get better," Adams said, "but I can't start doing things," Adams said.

By "things," Adams meant strengthening the knee through the Speedo program of medicine, and weight-building, and doing next building up endurance by running.

"If it gets strong, I don't think anything's going to happen to it again," Adams said. "If it didn't happen, then there's no reason it should happen again if I keep it strong."
**Bluejay rally sinks Salukis, 82-81**

By David Galruch
Staff Writer

Many know about the Valley. Games go down to the wire. A free throw or two usually is the difference. Usually, a team's key player becomes the hero, making a shot or taking a charge or making a steal.

The Creighton Bluejays won a typical Valley game from the Salukis. Ian Woodall, Phil Kline, and Steve Meade missed their free throws, and the Bluejays won 82-81.

The Creighton Bluejays' winning streak over the Salukis continues.

---

**Juniors force gymnastics to use dislocated lineup for weekend**

By Brad Betker
Sports Editor

The trend is out.

Gymnastics Coach Bill Meade has been getting what he calls a "random" lineup. It's the season's strange but beautiful turn. In order to have a strong lineup, Meade has had to call on some from beyond the expected.

The Salukis are ranked 21st in the nation. They will be on the road this weekend against Illinois State and Bradley.

---

**Saluki slate of sports events**

By Paul Frischman close in. Creighton won Thursday's game, 82-81. (Staff photos by Phil Baskin)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salukis' gymnastics, Husky Classic at Houston.</td>
<td>Salukis' gymnastics, Illinois State at Normal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's basketball, Eastern Illinois University at Charleston.</td>
<td>Women's basketball, Indiana University at Bloomington.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wome's gymnastics, Creighton's DeeDee.</td>
<td>Badminton, Western Invitational at McAomie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badminton, Western Invitational at Macon, Box.</td>
<td>Boxing, Menard at Chester.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDAY</td>
<td><strong>Kronk</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrestling, Oklahoma State Stillwater.</td>
<td>Wrestling, Oklahoma State Stillwater.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>